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Abstract: Wind diesel isolated microgrids (WDIMs) combine wind turbine generators (WTGs)
with diesel generators (DGs) to supply electricity to remote consumers. WDIMs are low-inertia
isolated power systems where large system frequency and voltage variations occur. WDIM dynamic
modeling allows short-term simulations to be performed and detailed electrical variable transients
to be obtained so that the WDIM power quality and stability can be tested. This paper presents a
literature review about WDIM dynamic simulation. The review classifies articles according to factors
such as the different WDIM operation modes (diesel only, wind–diesel and wind only) simulated,
the types of WTGs used in the WDIM (constant- and variable-speed types), or the use of different
short-term energy storage technologies (batteries, ultracapacitors, flywheels) to improve the WDIM
power quality, stability and reliability. Papers about the dynamic simulation of related isolated
microgrids are also reviewed. Finally, as an example of WDIM dynamic simulation, a WDIM with
one WTG, one DG, load and a discrete dump load (DL) is modeled and simulated. The WDIM
response to variations of wind speed and load consumption is shown by graphs of the main electrical
variables. The simulations show how the DL is used to improve the WDIM stability and reliability.

Keywords: diesel generator; wind turbine generator; isolated microgrid; power system simulation;
power quality; power system stability

1. Introduction

Wind diesel isolated microgrids (WDIMs) are microgrids that combine wind turbine
generators (WTGs) with diesel generators (DGs) to supply electricity to remote consumers.
WDIMs are in many cases the retrofitting of an existing isolated diesel microgrid with
WTGs when there is an available wind resource at the diesel microgrid location. By
means of the WTG-supplied power, the DG-demanded power is reduced so that the fuel
consumption and the CO2 emissions are also reduced. Figure 1 shows a WDIM scheme
where the main components of a WDIM, namely the wind turbine generator (WTG), diesel
generator (DG) and consumer load, can be seen. Only one DG and one WTG are shown
for simplicity, but WDIMs can include several DGs and/or WTGs. The DG consists of a
diesel engine (DE) driving the rotor of a synchronous machine (SM). The DE converts fuel
energy into shaft mechanical energy by the combustion of the fuel in the DE cylinders. The
DE speed is controlled by the DE speed governor which actuates on the fuel rate incoming
into the DE cylinders to control the DE-produced mechanical power. The DE mechanical
power is converted into electrical power by the SM, which also provides the sinusoidal
grid voltage waveform of frequency f and amplitude V. The SM output voltage amplitude
V is controlled by an automatic voltage regulator by regulating the SM reactive power
injected in the microgrid. The WTG consists of a wind turbine (WT) driving the rotor of an
electrical generator. The WT converts the wind power into shaft mechanical power. The
WT mechanical power is converted into electrical power by the WTG electrical generator.
The WTG electrical generator can be connected directly to the grid or through a power
converter. The dump load (DL) consists of a resistor bank connected to the grid through
power switches or an electronic power converter. The DL behaves as a controlled active
power consumer. The energy storage system (ESS) consists of short-term energy storage
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technology suitable for grid applications [1] (based on flywheels, batteries, ultracapacitors,
etc.) connected to the grid through an electronic power converter. The ESS behaves as a
controlled active power producer/consumer. The reactive power block supplies reactive
power to the isolated grid. It can be a synchronous condenser, a static VAR compensator or
integrated into the ESS electronic power converter.

Figure 1. Wind diesel isolated microgrid scheme.

2. WDIM Operation Modes

All WDIMs have two modes of operation: diesel only (DO) and wind–diesel (WD) [2,3].
High-penetration WDIMs are capable of working with the DGs not running working mode
known as Wind Only (WO)). The three modes of operation and the conditions to transition
among them are shown in Figure 2.

In DO mode, the WDIM behaves as an isolated diesel power plant, and all the con-
sumers’ active and reactive power demands are supplied by the diesel generators (WTGs
are disconnected in DO mode, IT = off in Figure 1). The regulation of the frequency is
performed by the DE speed governors. The regulation of the voltage is performed by the
SM voltage regulators.

The WTGs can supply active power with wind speeds above the WTG cut-in speed
and below the cut-off speed. As Figure 2 shows, when the wind speed is inside the previous
limits during a predefined TWD time interval to confirm enough wind resource, the WDIM
control orders the connection of the WTGs, performing a DO-to-WD mode transition.
Conversely, the WDIM control orders the disconnection of the WTGs when the wind speed
is outside of the cut-in/out limits (WD-to-DO transition).

In WD mode, both WTGs and DGs supply active power. The regulation of the WDIM
voltage and frequency is performed as in DO mode. The DE governor can only control
frequency if the DE produces positive power, and a DL is required to guarantee this
constraint. The WTG-produced active power PT can exceed the power consumed by the
load PL (PT > PL), and if there is no means in the WTG to reduce its power (e.g., by varying
the blade pitch), the WDIM control must order the DL to dump the necessary active power
PD to keep the DG power positive PG and thus to avoid DG reverse power. Therefore, this
DL use increases the WDIM reliability. The ESS can also load the system in WD mode to
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keep the DG power positive when PT > PL [4], with the advantage that the WTG excess
power stored in the ESS can later be mostly recovered. ESSs can provide fast reserve
power [5] that can be used to reduce the spinning reserve needs in both DO and WD modes.
Additionally, for DO/WD modes, ESSs can improve the efficiency of DGs by increasing
DG loading (low-loaded DGs have low performance).

Figure 2. Wind diesel isolated microgrid (WDIM) operation modes and transitions between modes.

As Figure 2 shows, if the WTG-produced power exceeds the load consumption
(PT > PL) (increased by a security factor k) during a predefined TWO time interval, to
confirm the WTG active power excess, and the WDIM is a high-penetration one, the WDIM
control orders the DGs to stop, performing a WD-to-WO mode transition.

In WO mode, the active power is supplied only by the WTGs. In this mode, as the DGs
are not running, no fuel is consumed and the WDIM voltage and frequency control must
rely on auxiliary components. In a no-storage WDIM, the condition for WO mode is that
the WTG-produced power PT must exceed the load-consumed power PL plus the system
losses constantly. The active power generated by the WTGs ranges from partly controlled to
totally uncontrolled depending on the WTG type. As the consumer load is uncontrolled, the
DL is ordered to consume the WTG power excess to match generation with consumption
to regulate WDIM frequency. When the WO mode condition is not met (PT < PL), there
will be an active power deficit that will be detected by a system frequency falling, and the
WDIM must transition from WO to WD, as Figure 2 shows. The WDIM control will order
the DG to start and connect it to the isolated grid. Once the DG is connected, the WDIM
will be in WD mode, and the DG will supply power to balance the WDIM active power to
restore the frequency to its rated value [6]. If an ESS is included in the WDIM, the WTG
power excess can be stored in the ESS or dumped in the DL, or both actions can be taken in
a coordinated way. In addition, when the current load is above the WTG power, the ESS
can supply power PS up to its rated power PS-NOM (temporally until the ESS is discharged).
In a WDIM with an ESS, the condition for WO mode is that the WTG-produced power
PT plus PS-NOM (ESS rated power) must exceed the load consumption PL (neglecting the
losses). As Figure 2 shows, if the previous condition PT + PS-NOM > PL is not satisfied, the
WDIM control will start and connect a DG [7], changing from WO to WD mode.

If an SM is running and connected to the grid in WO mode, the SM will generate
the microgrid voltage, and the voltage regulation will be performed by the SM voltage
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regulator as in DO and WD modes. The WDIM active power active unbalances will be
translated into frequency variations [8]. If the voltage waveform is generated by a voltage
source inverter (VSI) which connects either a WTG or an ESS to the grid, and the VSI works
with constant frequency, the WDIM active power unbalances will be translated into voltage
variations [9].

3. WDIM Dynamic Simulation Review

WDIM simulations can be of two types: logistic and dynamic. The logistic simulations
allow long-term WDIM simulations in terms of energy balance and can be used to test a
particular WDIM architecture and for the sizing of the different components of the WDIM.
Examples of logistic simulation software are Hybrid2 [10] and Homer [11]. The input
data to these programs are the WDIM architecture, the estimated load consumption and
the WDIM location wind speed data. These logistic simulation tools produce as output
important results such as the fraction of energy that the WTGs supply, the fuel savings
achieved, the total DG run time, the number of DG starts and the cost of energy. There are
also articles that deal with the generator sizing of a specific WDIM, such as [12], with the
aim in this case of optimizing the dynamic power-sharing between the DG and WTG.

WDIM dynamic simulations allow short-term simulations in order to obtain detailed
electrical variables waveforms, such as system voltage and frequency and active and
reactive power in the different elements, so that the WDIM power quality and stability can
be tested. For WDIM dynamic simulations, the most used software are PSCAD [13], which
is focused on power system modeling and simulation, and Matlab–Simulink along with
the Simscape Electrical [14] library (Simscape Electrical includes power system modeling).
The RPM-SIM Simulator [15] has also been used in WDIM dynamic simulation.

In the dynamic simulation of big power systems, the system frequency is assumed
to be constant, and this assumption allows the use of low-order dynamic models for
the electrical machines in big power system modeling. WDIMs are low-inertia isolated
power systems, and therefore, the WDIM frequency can suffer strong variations [7]; thus,
according to [16], low-order electrical machine models should not be used in WDIM
modeling. Therefore, to obtain precise voltage waveforms in the dynamic simulations, the
WDIM modeling must use high-order-type electrical models for the electrical machines
included in the WDIM (these high-order models are available on both Simscape Electrical
and PSCAD).

This section classifies articles according to several factors, which are dealt with in the
following subsections.

3.1. WTGs Included in WDIMs

The three types of generator systems most used in WTGs [17] are shown in Figure 3.
The low-cost one is the WTG that equips a squirrel-cage induction generator (SCIG), which
has the stator directly connected to the grid (Figure 3a). This combination of a WT driving a
SCIG is called a constant-speed WTG, because for generator operation the SCIG speed range
is very narrow, typically between 1.01 and 1.02 the synchronous speed [18]. This WT–SCIG
set does not allow the variation of its speed to optimize the wind energy capture [17], but it
has remarkable features for the remote locations of WDIMs, such as robust construction
and simple maintenance [19]. Since the SCIG consumes reactive power, a capacitor bank
is added for reactive power compensation. Additionally, the SCIG-produced torque is
proportional to the SCIG slip in the WT–SCIG working speed range [20], and due to the
SCIG being directly connected to the isolated grid, the WTG inertia increases the system
inertia. These two WT–SCIG features provide significant frequency support, moderating
system frequency deviations [21]. This WT–SCIG type is used in the WDIM simulations
of [22–29].
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Figure 3. SCIG, DFIG and PMSG Wind Turbine Generators types.

Variable-speed WTGs allow the optimization of the wind energy capture and are
mainly of two types [17]: the double-feed induction generator (DFIG) (Figure 3b) type and
the permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) type (Figure 3c).

The DFIG type has its stator directly connected to the grid, and its rotor is connected
through a slip ring to an AC–DC–AC converter to the grid. This rotor converter controls
the rotor frequency and therefore the rotor speed that can be varied in a range of ±30%
around the synchronous speed [18]. The rotor converter rated power is only 25–30% of
the DFIG rated power, which is an advantage when compared with other variable-speed
WTG types. The slip rings need periodic maintenance, which is a drawback for the remote
sites of WDIMs. This WT–DFIG type is used in the WDIM simulations of [30–32]. The
SCIG and DFIG WTG types need a gearbox to adjust the low WT speed (10–15 rpm) to
the high IG rotor speed (for example, 750 rpm for a four-pole-pair IG and 50 Hz grid
frequency). The gearbox has friction losses that decrease the WTG efficiency, and it needs
periodic maintenance.

The third WTG type considered consists of a WT that directly drives (no gearbox)
a PMSG connected to the grid through an AC–DC–AC double converter. The gearbox
disadvantages are avoided, but as the SG rotates at the low WT speed, the SG must
produce high torque to deliver the rated power; therefore, a larger size of the generator is
needed [17]. The double converter makes the WT–SG rotor speed independent from the
grid frequency and allows a rotor speed range from 0 to rated one. The double converter
rated power has to be equal to the PMSG rated power as all the WTG-produced power
has to pass through the converter, so the converter losses are greater than in the WT–DFIG
type. In [33–35], the simulated WDIMs include a WT–PMSG type. In the WDIM of [36],
the WT drives an electrically excited SG instead of a PMSG. Another interesting feature of
the WT–PMSG type is that the DC–AC grid power converter can generate the isolated grid
AC voltage and regulate the AC voltage amplitude and frequency, making the WO mode
architecture simpler.

Variable-speed operation in WTs has additional advantages such as the reduction in
torque peaks in the gearbox and shafts in the DFIG–WTG type and the possibility of using
the kinetic energy of the blades to absorb wind power fluctuations, which is an interesting
feature in WDIMs. Variable-speed WTGs can also support system frequency if this feature
is included in their controllers [21]. Additionally, the AC–DC–AC converter of the variable-
speed WTGs allows a battery to be connected to the DC side of the converter [37] so that
the battery ESS (BESS) is embedded into the WTG. This embedded BESS can be used to
improve the frequency support previously mentioned or to smooth the WTG power output.

3.2. Use of Energy Storage in WDIMs

The aim of the ESSs in a WDIM can be logistic, in order to reduce the start–stop cycles
of DGs [38] and/or to improve the WDIM stability and power quality [8]. A significant
reduction of the cycling of DGs can be achieved with an ESS with a rated power around
the average WDIM load and with a storage time of several minutes, having an acceptable
reduction with just 1 min of storage time [38]. In [39], the logistic modeling SW Hybrid2 [10]
is used to determine an optimum storage time of 10–15 min for the average WDIM load
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to reduce the DG cycling. The rated power of WDIMs goes from tens of kW to MW, so
this is also the power range of ESSs for WDIMs. In this section, short-term ESSs based on
batteries (BESSs), supercapacitors (CESSs) and flywheels (FESSs) are briefly considered as
these types comply with the ESS rated power and storage time requirements previously
mentioned. Additionally, BESSs, CESSs and FESSs are compared in terms of cycle life, as
any ESS in WDIMs must withstand a high number of charging–discharging cycles with
variable depth of discharge as the ESS must continuously smooth the wind power, and
wind power is of random nature. The structures of the three ESS types considered are
presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Structures of energy storage systems (ESSs) based on (a) batteries (BESSs), (b) supercapaci-
tors (CESSs) and (c) flywheels (FESSs).

Battery energy storage systems (BESSs) (Figure 4a) consist of a battery bank, a three-
phase bidirectional power converter to convert the DC battery voltage into the AC grid
voltage and additional filters to smooth the battery current and to limit the grid harmonic in-
jection. The power converter works as an inverter/rectifier to discharge/charge the battery
to/from the grid. The modeling of one of these converters working in current-controlled
mode can be seen in [40]. In Figure 4a, an elevator transformer matches the battery voltage
with the AC grid voltage. This solution is feasible as batteries change voltage little when
they discharge, but other solutions instead use a DC–DC buck–boost converter to elevate
the battery voltage up to the needed DC input voltage in the inverter [41]. Reference [42]
shows different dynamic BESS models. The battery types that have been used in WDIMs
are Pb–acid, Ni–Cd, Ni–MH and Li-ion [43]. Reference [44] presents an electrical model
for batteries consisting of a variable voltage source in series with a constant resistor. The
DC variable voltage source follows the volts–state of charge (SOC) battery discharge curve.
Reference [45] improves a previous model by proposing different resistances for charging
and discharging, these resistances being a function of SOC. Battery SOC calculation is
not simple. Reference [46] proposes battery SOC estimation, integration of the battery
current and tracking of battery voltage variations. In [47], the Volterra models are applied
to calculate battery SOC. The relationship between the battery number of cycles and the
depth of discharge is that of an exponential decrease [48]. The maximum number of cycles
for a battery depends on the battery type. WDIM simulations including a BESS in their
architecture can be found in [4,19,34,40,49].

Supercapacitor energy storage systems (CESSs) (Figure 4b) consist of a supercapacitor
bank, a bidirectional DC–DC converter, a DC–AC three-phase bidirectional power converter
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and a grid connection filter. Unlike batteries, supercapacitors present significant voltage
drop as they discharge, so a DC–DC converter is needed in this case [50] to adapt the
supercapacitor DC voltage to the DC voltage needed at the input of the DC–AC grid
converter. The simplest electrical model for supercapacitors consists of a series of a capacitor
and a resistance along with a parallel resistance which takes account of the autodischarge
process. Compared to batteries, supercapacitors have higher specific power (W/kg) and
much higher cycle life and allow simpler measurement of the state of charge (by means of
the supercapacitor voltage), but they have lower specific energy (Wh/kg) and much higher
cost. Reference [51] includes a CESS in its WDIM simulations. By combining the high
power density of supercapacitors with the high energy density of batteries, an optimum
ESS is achieved [52]. In [35], the WDIM includes a mixed CESS–BESS.

FESSs (Figure 4c) consist of a rotating flywheel, an electrical machine that drives the
flywheel and a double AC–DC–AC power converter to connect the electrical machine to
the AC grid. Filters are needed to connect the double converter to the grid and to the
electrical machine. A capacitor bank is connected to the DC side of the double converter.
The energy is stored in the kinetic energy of the flywheel, and the electrical machine acting
as a generator/motor converts the kinetic energy into electrical energy and vice versa. The
bidirectional electrical machine side converter transforms the DC capacitor bank voltage
into AC voltages for the electrical machine. The bidirectional grid side converter transforms
the AC grid voltages into the DC voltage of the capacitor bank. The machine converter
controls the electrical machine torque in order to maintain a constant DC voltage in the
DC-link, so the control of the grid converter works in the same way as a battery converter.
Compared to batteries, flywheels have higher cycle life and higher specific power (W/kg)
and allow simpler measurement of the state of charge (only flywheel spinning speed is
needed), but they have lower specific energy (Wh/kg) and much higher cost.

Reference [53] deals with the modeling of the FESS double power converter. WDIM
simulations which include a FESS can be found in [24,25,53,54].

Another type of short-term ESS that has been used in WDIM simulations is super-
conducting magnetic energy storage (SMES). Reference [55] uses SMES in the presented
WDIM. A review on SMES and its potential applications in power systems can be seen
in [56].

3.3. Modes of Operation

The literature about WDIM operation mode simulations deals with WDIMs of dif-
ferent architectures. The following papers present WD mode simulations in no-storage
WDIMs. Reference [22] deals with a WDIM with one DG and one WTG and shows several
simulations considering pitch or stall regulation WTs and WT–SCIG types or WTs driving
SGs directly connected to the grid. In [23], the responses of a two-DG–three-WTG WDIM
to sudden WTG disconnection and load demand variations are simulated. In the WDIM
of [26], modifications to the DE speed governors are proposed to share active power among
DGs in order to reduce the total fuel consumption. Reference [57] presents simulations of
a WDIM whose fixed-pitch WT drives a dynamic slip-controlled wound rotor induction
generator [58]. Reference [57] shows that by varying the rotor WRIG resistance as a function
of the grid frequency by means of a variable external resistor, this WT–WRIG provides
frequency support to the minigrid. ESSs have also be considered in WD mode simulations.
Reference [24] simulates a WDIM with one WTG, one DG, a DL and a FESS based on
hydrostatic transmission. In [25], a WDIM includes a high-speed flywheel driven by a
switched reluctance electrical machine, and simulations with the WDIM response to WTG
power and load increases are presented. Reference [59] models a WDIM with WT–SCIG,
DG, BESS, load and power lines connecting all the elements, and it simulates the WDIM in
response to a wind gust disturbance.

Several papers deal with simulations in WO mode. In the following papers, an SM
provides the isolated grid AC voltage. Reference [29] models an isolated wind power
system that consists of a WT–SCIG, SM, load and BESS. The simulation in [29] shows how
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the BESS is used to regulate frequency by consuming/supplying the WTG active power
excess/deficit. Reference [54] deals with a similar architecture, except that the BESS is
substituted by a low-speed flywheel driven by an induction electrical machine, and shows
how the FESS is used to regulate the isolated system frequency. No-storage WDIMs have
also been simulated in WO mode, such as in [6], which shows WDIM frequency regulation
by using a DL which consumes the WTG power excess. An architecture similar to that
of [6] is presented in [60], but [60] uses a different DL control for frequency regulation.
In [61], the regulation of frequency is performed by a BESS and a DL that are coordinated
to share the WTG power excess.

In other WO simulations, the grid converter of a WT–PMSG type generates the AC
isolated grid voltage, and the frequency regulation is performed by regulating the DC
link voltage of the WT–PMSG double power converter. Examples of this case are [34],
where a DL and BESS combination regulates the DC link voltage; [35], where a BESS–CESS
combination is used for the DC regulation; and [36], only a DL is used to balance the WTG
active power generation excess.

The transitions between the different WDIM modes of operation have also been
simulated in the literature. Reference [27] simulates a DO-to-WD mode transition by
connecting a WT–SCIG to a DG isolated grid. Reference [62] shows a much smoother
DO-to-WD transition than [27] as the WT–SCIG is equipped with a soft starter. In [7,49,63],
the simulated high-penetration WDIM has a DG with a friction clutch. By means of the
clutch, the DE can be locked/disengaged to/from the SM. This clutch-type DG is shown
in Figure 5. When the clutch is locked, the WDIM mode is DO–WD; when the clutch
is disengaged, the WDIM mode is WO and the SM provides the AC grid voltage. The
WO-to-WD transition in the clutch-type DG is faster than in the standard no-clutch DG [64]
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 5. Clutch-type diesel generator (DG).

In the clutch-type DG, the clutch is ordered to engage when the DE and SM have quite
similar speeds (ωD ≈ ωS in Figure 5) [7]. The no-clutch DG type shown in Figure 1 needs
extra time to perform the synchronization of the SM voltage with the grid voltage before
connecting the DG circuit breaker IG of Figure 1. The WO-to-WD transition simulation
in [49] is done by locking the DE to the SM so that the DE produces in WD mode the power
supplied previously in WO by the BESS. The WD-to-WO transition simulation of [63] is
done by disengaging the DE from the SM when the WTG power generation exceeds the
load consumption. Reference [7] simulates the mandatory WO-to-WD transition when
power generation is below the power consumption. During this WO-to-WD transition case
simulated in [7], there is a frequency falling due to the active power deficit until the clutch
is locked. After the locking of the clutch, the DE supplies power and the active power
equilibrium can be restored.

3.4. Power Quality and Stability Issues

As previously mentioned, WDIMs are low-inertia isolated power systems, where it is
quite difficult to balance power generation with load consumption due to the uncontrolled
power generated by the WTGs and consumed by the loads. These unbalances provoke
significant system voltage and frequency deviations. Several papers deal with power
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quality and system stability studies in no-storage WDIMs: [27] studies how the variations
of WTG power and load influence WDIM power quality, [65] shows the stabilization of
the WDIM voltage by using the combination of a static reactive compensator and the SM
voltage regulator, and [26] proposes modifications in the SM voltage regulators to reduce
WDIM voltage variations. In [66], the DE speed governor is supported in the frequency
regulation by controlling distributed heating loads. In [67], the control of the WTG couples
the kinetic energy stored in a WT–DFIG with the rate of change of frequency to emulate
inertia, increasing the total inertia of the WDIM and improving the frequency transients.

When a short-term ESS is included in a WDIM, it provides several benefits such
as frequency and voltage stabilization and improved stability and reliability [8]. These
benefits are more effective in WDIMs than in big power systems which have larger inertia.
Reference [51] shows the stabilization of the WDIM frequency by using a capacitive ESS.
Reference [68] uses a BESS with a redox flow battery type for frequency stabilization of a
WDIM. In [40], the WDIM includes a Ni–MH BESS, and the study compares by simulation
the responses for the BESS and no-BESS cases, showing much better transients in voltage
and frequency in the BESS case. Similarly, [59] shows by comparing the BESS and no-BESS
cases that the DG active and reactive power transients are greatly improved in the BESS
case, as the BESS tracks and compensates for the WTG power changes. Reference [69] deals
with a WDIM with DL and FESS and shows that the only-FESS case responses present
better power quality than the only-DL case when they are used in WD mode to control an
active power excess scenario. In [19], the simulated WDIM includes a BESS which performs
a peak shaving strategy in order to avoid a DG overload scenario, improving the WDIM
reliability. In [4], the WDIM control uses a BESS to increase the power consumption to
avoid DG reverse power, so that the DE speed governor can continue controlling system
frequency by regulating the DE fuel injection and the WDIM reliability is augmented.
Reference [62] also shows how WDIM reliability is increased by ordering a generic ESS to
load/supply when needed.

3.5. Related AC Microgrids

WDIMs are remote microgrids [70,71] that operate in an autonomous mode [72], so
WDIMs can be related to other isolated microgrid studies. Reference [73] shows a BESS
included in an isolated microgrid that provides frequency support and uninterrupted
power supply of critical loads; this study is applicable to the ESS in a WDIM in the case
of the generators being out of order. Reference [74] deals with a ship with a DG power
plant that includes a BESS; the BESS smooths the ship power variation, and this study is
applicable to a WDIM working in DO mode. In [75], new DG controllers are proposed to
enable the operation of a DG in a microgrid that includes inverter-based sources avoiding
circulating reactive power and frequency oscillations caused by standard DG controllers,
so this study is applicable to the DGs included in WDIMs. Reference [76] presents graphs
of the active and reactive power sharing between a DG and an inverter-based generator in
a microgrid when frequency/voltage droop control is used. This study is applicable to a
WDIM as ESSs and WT–PMSGs are always connected with an inverter to the grid.

In [77], a BESS is used to counteract the voltage variations caused by renewable
power source power fluctuations; [78] presents a standalone microgrid with a BESS–CESS
combination and with a fuzzy logic control system to stabilize frequency and voltage;
in [79], a load shedding optimal control is carried out to reduce the fuel consumption during
the operation time of a DG included in a microgrid with renewable power generation.
The utilization of fuel cells to provide controllable active power has also be considered in
WDIM and microgrid simulations. In such cases, the microgrid usually includes a water
electrolyzer that consumes renewable power excess to produce hydrogen for the fuel cell.
Reference [80] models and simulates a WDIM consisting of a DG, four pitch-controlled
WTGs, load, a flywheel as short-term ESS and a fuel cell electrolyzer as a long-term ESS, and
both ESSs are used to support the WDIM frequency regulation. Reference [81] simulates
several cases of a microgrid that includes three WTGs, one DG, a photovoltaic system, two
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fuel cells and flywheel and battery ESSs. The isolated microgrid in [82] includes wind and
photovoltaic generators and fuel cells but does not include a DG. Reference [82] combines a
BESS and a CESS to control the frequency of a microgrid. Reference [83] shows an optimal
sizing of a BESS used for frequency support in a microgrid with a DG, microturbine, fuel
cell and photovoltaic generation.

DLs are also used to balance active power in isolated hydropower systems with
no power regulation in the hydro turbine generator (HTG), and thus the DL is used to
regulate system frequency [84]. This DL use is the same as that in WO mode in no-ESS
WDIMs [6]. Additionally, WO mode simulations are also presented in the wind hydro
isolated microgrid of [85], where a simulation of the transition from WO mode to wind–
hydro mode (the mode where both the HTG and WTG are supplying) is also shown.

DGs and WTGs are also combined with other renewable power generators, such as in
the power plant of El Hierro Island in Spain, which combines wind, hydro and diesel power
sources. The diesel-off mode of this wind–hydro–diesel isolated grid has been simulated in
several studies. Reference [86] shows how a rotating no-flow Pelton turbine can supply
power in less than 10 s when the WTG-produced power is not enough to cover the load
demand. In [87], the regulation of the system frequency in WO mode is performed by using
the fixed- and variable-speed pumps which belong to the hydropower pumped-storage to
balance active power. Reference [88] shows and compares different control schemes for
frequency regulation in WO mode in the El Hierro isolated power system.

A broader study about different configurations and control of microgrids can be seen
in [89].

4. WDIM Dynamic Modeling and Simulation Example

By using the Matlab–Simulink software, this section models a no-storage WDIM which
comprises one 300 kVA DG, one 275 kW fixed-pitch constant-speed WTG, consumer load
and a 446 kW discrete DL. After the modeling, the WDIM is simulated, and the system
response to wind speed and load variations is shown. The Simulink–SimPowerSystem
schematic of the simulated WDIM is presented in Figure 6, and the dynamic modeling of
the different components of the WDIM is presented next.

Figure 6. WDIM Simulink schematics.
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4.1. Modeling of the WDIM Components

The DG is built with the blocks of Figure 6: diesel engine, 300 kVA SM and voltage
regulator. The sixth-order model of the SM and the IEEE type 1 voltage regulator model
are available in the Simscape Electrical library [14]. The diesel engine block includes the
models of the DE and its speed governor based on [90]. The DE model consists of a gain
and a delay, and the speed governor consists of a speed regulator and actuator modeled
as a second-order system. The speed regulator is a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
type, and the PID integral part makes the WDIM frequency be the rated one in steady state.

The constant-speed WTG is represented in Figure 6 by the 275 kW induction generator
block and the WT block that models the fixed pitch WT. The fourth-order model of the
IG is available in the Simscape Electrical library [14]. The WT block is based on the wind
turbine power curves [28] and uses a look-up table to calculate the produced mechanical
WT shaft power as a function of the wind speed and the WT speed. The WT used has a
fixed pitch, so there is no possibility of regulating its produced power, which mainly varies
with the cube of the wind speed; therefore, the WT–SCIG generating power is uncontrolled.
A 35 kVA capacitor bank for reactive power support of the SCIG is included.

The 446 kW DL consists of eight three-phase resistors (R0–R7), each one in series
with an electronic switch (S0–S7). By closing/opening the switch SJ, the corresponding
three-phase resistor RJ is connected/disconnected to/from the isolated grid, so the DL
active power consumption can be controlled. The rated powers of resistors R0–R7 follow
a binary progression and have the values P0, 2·P0, 22·P0, . . . , 27·P0. The DL-consumed
power ranges from 0 (all the switches OFF) to 255·P0 (all the switches ON), and the DL
variation is discrete in steps of P0 kW. For the present application P0 = 1.75 kW, and so
PD-NOM = 446 kW. The DL model is based on [28]. The DL is used in these simulations
to avoid DG reverse power as explained in Section 2. For this aim, an integral action
controls the DL-consumed power in such a way that the DG-produced power never goes
below 12 kW in steady state. When the PT > PL condition happens, the DL is ordered to
consume power PD to allow the DG final power PG to be within a 12–18 kW minimum
power interval (4–6% DG rated power) so that the set DE + speed governor can control
WDIM frequency.

4.2. WDIM Simulation Graphics

The simulation graphics show the main WDIM electrical variables: the frequency per
unit (fpu) in Figure 7, the RMS voltage per unit in Figure 8 and the active powers of the
DG, WTG, DL and consumer load in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows the active powers produced
and consumed with positive and negative values, respectively, so the consumer load and
DL plots are always below the 0 kW line. At the beginning of the simulation, the WDIM
is in steady state, the DG and WTG produce 108 and 92 kW (for a wind speed of 8 m/s),
respectively and the load and DL consume 200 and 0 kW, respectively.

Figure 7. WDIM frequency pu.
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Figure 8. WDIM voltage (RMS) pu.

Figure 9. Generated (+)/consumed (-) active powers in the WDIM components.

The wind speed increases at t = 0.2 s by 1 m/s to a 9 m/s final value. Figure 9 shows an
increasing WTG power from the initial 92 kW to the final 143 KW. The DG consequently de-
creases its power, and the final DG-produced power is 57 kW. The fpu graph first increases
due to the active power excess (1.0059 maximum) and then undershoots (0.9987 minimum),
and the voltage pu minimum and maximum are 0.9885 and 1.0039, respectively. The DL is
not actuated, and its power is 0 as the DG power remains above 12 kW during the whole
0.2–8 s time interval.

By opening the circuit breaker of Figure 6 at t = 8 s, the 90 kW extra load is disconnected,
so the consumer load changes to 110 kW, a value below the 143 kW WTG power. The DG
reacts by reducing its power, and when its value is below 12 kW, the DL integral control
starts ordering power consumption to the DL to prevent the DG reverse power. While the
DL increases its consumed power to fit the DG active power in the 12–18 kW interval, both
the DG and WTG active powers present oscillations. The initial excess of active power
makes the fpu increase (1.0089 maximum), and then the fpu undershoots (0.9991 minimum).
The voltage pu minimum and maximum are 0.9873 and 1.0081, respectively. The wind
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speed remains constant, so the final WTG power is the initial one at t = 8 s. In steady state,
the DG produces 16.5 kW (a value in the 12–18 range), and the DL consumes 49.5 kW (the
DG minimum load plus the WTG active power excess).

At t = 16 s, a negative wind speed step of −2 m/s is applied. The WTG power decreases
to 50 KW final value. The DG reacts and increases its power over 18 kW so that the DL
decreases its consumed power commanded by its integral control. The DL power reaches
and stays at zero as the DG power remains greater than 18 KW. The initial lack of active
power makes the fpu decrease (0.9937 minimum), and then it overshoots (1.0012 maximum).
The voltage pu minimum and maximum are 0.9875 and 1.0126, respectively. The final
active powers for the DG, WTG and DL are 60, 50 and 0 kW, respectively.

5. Conclusions

After a description of the different components that form a WDIM and the different
modes of WDIM operation and a brief introduction about WDIM dynamic and logistic
simulation, papers about the dynamic simulation of WDIMs have been reviewed. The
review has been classified according to several WDIM issues: the WTG types that WDIMs
include, the use of different ESS technologies in WDIMs, the simulation of WDIM operation
modes (or simulation of transitions between modes) and the WDIM power quality and
stability studies. Additionally, a brief review of WDIM-related isolated microgrids has
been presented. Finally, as an example of WDIM dynamic simulation, a no-storage WDIM
has been first modeled and then simulated using Matlab–Simulink SW. In the presented
simulations, the WDIM works in WD mode, and it is shown how a DL increases the WDIM
stability and reliability by consuming the WTG power excess.
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Abbreviations

DE Diesel engine
DFIG Double-feed induction generator
DG Diesel generator
DL Dump load
ESS Energy storage system
BESS Battery ESS
FESS Flywheel ESS
CESS Supercapacitor ESS
PMSG Permanent magnet synchronous generator
SCIG Squirrel-cage induction generator
SM Synchronous machine
WDIM Wind diesel isolated microgrid
WDIM operation modes Diesel only (DO), wind–diesel (WD), wind only (WO)
WT Wind turbine
WTG Wind turbine generator
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